
Attract Patients with Five-Star Service
Welcome to the best concierge service you’ve ever experienced—I mean, the dentist’s office. 

In addition to providing the best oral healthcare, make sure your patients receive the best care, period.  
Learn how to incorporate little flourishes into your practice that will have your patients looking forward 

to a trip to the dentist, and have them telling their friends about it, too.



CONCIERGE SERVICE MINDSET 
BEGINS WITH THE FIRST 
PHONE CALL

First impressions are everything, even before your patient 
sets foot in your practice. In fact, something as simple as 
your phone script can set you apart. In my practice, we 
proudly proclaim our mission statement at the start of 
every phone call:

FREE UPGRADE
Call your own practice—or have a close friend do so—from 
time to time to ensure your team is representing the office 
appropriately and professionally. Scripting your front desk 
insures your message is shared with your patients.

“GOOD MORNING,  
WE’RE COMMITTED 
TO YOUR HEALTH.”



CREATE AN OFFICE 
ENVIRONMENT AS LUXURIOUS 
AS THE PRESIDENTIAL SUITE 

“EVERY ONE OF OUR CHAIRS 
HAS A TEMPUR-PEDIC® 
MATTRESS PAD.
EVERY WINDOW HAS A VIEW 
OF A GOLF COURSE. 
EVERY OPERATORY HAS 
24-INCH HDTV WITH MORE 
THAN 250 CHANNELS. ”

For those new to the concept of concierge dentistry, 
there are also cost-effective touches that can set your 
practice apart and help patients relax:

1.  Place nice soaps, lotions and towels in your 
bathrooms

2.   Offer a wide selection of music for patients to 
choose from when they’re in the chair, along 
with headphones

3.  Use calming scents around the practice to create 
a soothing environment

Even just incorporating one of these features into 
your practice puts you on the path towards providing 
a five-star experience for patients.



KNOW YOUR SURROUNDINGS 
AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS

I had a patient recently who just moved to town. During 
our “getting-to-know-you” banter, the topic of sushi came 
up. I immediately recommended my favorite sushi place, 
gave him the restaurant’s business card and told him to 
mention my name. As silly as it sounds, that patient is 
going to remember me in a positive light because I pointed 
him to his new favorite sushi spot, not because I treated 
his caries.

And it doesn’t stop with local restaurants. Since people 
drive quite a distance to visit me, my website lists 
everything from things to do with the kids to things to do 
with a significant other. 

“LOCAL BUSINESS OWNERS 
APPRECIATE THE CUSTOMERS 
I SEND TO THEM AND, 
UNSURPRISINGLY, MANY OF 
THOSE OWNERS HAVE BECOME 
MY PATIENTS.” 

FREE UPGRADE
Make a point of trying the restaurants around your practice 
so you can make recommendations based on personal 
experience. Take business cards or menus to have handy in 
your practice.



“WE’RE KNOWN FOR 
GOING THE EXTRA MILE 
FOR OUR PATIENTS—
EVERY PATIENT.”
That includes people with special needs and the elderly. Our 
practice is 100% ADA compliant with two operatories 
equipped to handle patients in motorized wheelchairs or on 
stretchers. There, two X-ray units on extended arms help us 
work around patients who are unable to get into the dental 
chair. 

Remember that patients come in all forms and being able to 
serve each one with the same level of care and dedication is 
a pleasure.

FREE UPGRADE
Work with a local senior care facility to pre-arrange Uber or 
Lyft services for their residents to your practice for that extra 
special five-star care.

GIVE EVERYONE 
FIVE-STAR SERVICE



Patients will remember and appreciate the special touches at your practice that make 
them feel comfortable, but the most important goal is to provide them with the best oral 
healthcare. Make sure you’re practicing with the latest technology, not just because it’s 
trendy, but because it’s usually safer, faster and more accurate. 

Check with your equipment manufacturer representative about any new updates to 
technology that could enhance the way you practice and improve the patient experience.

PARTNER WITH YOUR 
TECHNOLOGY COMPANY TO 
CHANGE THE WAY YOU PRACTICE 

Technology The patient thinks… The doctor thinks…

Intraoral Scanner

“Great, none of that 
goopy stuff.”

“Great, more accurate impressions 
with faster turnaround time 

 from the lab.”

Digital Extraoral 
Imaging 

“Wow, that was fast, 
and it didn’t give me that 
claustrophobic feeling.”

“Wow, less dose to the patient 
and more high-quality images 
since it’s so fast there’s no time 

 for the patient to fidget.”

Digital Intraoral 
Imaging 

“Usually, I hate X-rays, but 
that little sensor thing didn’t 

make me gag like at my 
other dentist’s office.”

“Usually, I’d be in a dark room 
with chemicals developing 
this PA, but now it’s already 

in the patient’s digital chart.” 

Digital Intraoral 
Photography 

“Whoa, that’s the inside of my 
mouth?! That cavity is huge, 

I had no idea!”

“Whoa, they accepted 
 treatment so easily.”



MOST IMPORTANT, 
MAKE A HUMAN CONNECTION

Simply put, the most important way to impress patients 
and keep them coming back is to show them you 
genuinely care for them, your staff and your community. 
Nothing can replace the warmth of a real human 
connection, especially in this age when everyone is so 
wrapped up in their phones and devices.

It really doesn’t take much, start small and as your 
practice grows expand into your community:

• Remember your patients’ names and use them

•  Offer to send toothbrushes and dental floss to 
students about to leave town for college

•  Donate a pound of food to your local food bank 
for every new patient

•  Contribute to a good cause and get your whole 
team involved, e.g. participating in a charity 5K 
as a practice

When you move beyond the “drill, fill and bill” mindset, 
you not only provide five-star care for your patients, you 
keep them coming back.



ABOUT CARESTREAM DENTAL
Carestream Dental is transforming dentistry, simplifying technology and changing lives around the world with its innovative 
digital product line of systems, solutions and support. From intraoral and extraoral imaging equipment to CAD/CAM solutions, 
imaging analysis software to practice management systems, Carestream Dental technology captures two billion images annually 
and aids in more precise diagnoses, improved workflows and superior patient care. 

For more information or to contact a Carestream Dental representative, 
please call 800.944.6365 or visit carestreamdental.com.

Follow Carestream Dental online:
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Dr. Bagoff is a 1984 graduate of the Fairleigh Dickinson University College of Dentistry. 
He completed a general practice residency at the Johns Hopkins Hospital in 1985 and 
joined the teaching faculty at the Newark Beth Israel Medical Department of Dentistry, 
where he continues to teach, and presently holds the position of co-director of the 
Department of Dentistry and director emeritus of the Division of Restorative Dentistry.

Dr. Bagoff’s other academic accomplishments include completion of the AAID Implant 
Maxi course at the New York University College of Dentistry, and the NYU College of 
Dentistry CDE Implant and Surgical program. He attained a Fellowship in the Academy 
of General Dentistry, Diplomate status in the International Congress of Oral 
Implantologists, and is an adjunct clinical associate professor at the NYU College of 
Dentistry.
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